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Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of the
efficiency of market equilibrium.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding of
the efficiency of market equilibrium.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of the efficiency of
market equilibrium.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.
If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2–10 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
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Comments for Exemplars 91399
Achievement Total Score: 09
Q

Grade Score

1

A3

2

N2

3

A4

Annotation
The response has been awarded A3 because:
-‐
at least 3 correct labels have been identified from Graph Two
-‐
lower price is referred to when explaining why the consumer surplus
increases
-‐
lower price and reduced quantity are referred to when explaining why
producer surplus declines
There is no evidence from Q1(a) to support Achievement.
To gain M5 or better requires reference to less quantity in the consumer
surplus explanation and correct references to the graph or table for the
consumer surplus and producer surplus explanations.
Using the off-setting idea to explain the loss of allocative efficiency, with
reference to the creation of a deadweight loss and a correct graph/table
reference, would also provide evidence for Merit.
The response provides partial evidence with one correct calculation from each
table.
To gain A3 or better requires correct referencing to changes in price and
quantity when explaining changes in producer and consumer surpluses. For
example, the word “surplus” is missing from the CS explanation and “cost”
rather than “price” is used in the PS explanation.
There is no explanation on the impact on the Government and the allocative
efficiency explanation incorrectly refers to a loss of AE.
There is no evidence from Q2(c) to support Achievement.
The response has been awarded A4 because:
-‐
there are at least two correct labels in Table Four and
-‐
two correct shadings in Graph 6.
-‐
higher price is referred to when explaining why the consumer surplus
decreases
-‐
reduced quantity is referred to when explaining why producer surplus
declines (“do not supply as much”)
To gain a M5 grade or better requires a correct graph or table reference in the
consumer surplus explanation and in the producer surplus explanation. The PS
explanation should also state that the producer earns a lower price. The
Government explanation needs a correct graph or table reference plus the idea
that they have less revenue to spend elsewhere.
Correct use of the off-setting idea, with a correct table or graph reference, for
either allocative efficiency explanation would also provide evidence for Merit.

